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Wewish to begin this short overview of our work on relating session
types to contract theory by expressing our gratitude to the PPDP
Steering Committee, for awarding our paper [1] with the “PPDP 10
Year Most Influential Paper Award” of this year. At the same time
we would like to state that we are not expecting to have introduced
new ideas, nor to have opened unforeseen perspectives on the
subject. Rather we have contributed to frame ideas coming from
different sources in a couple of conceptually simple constructions,
participating to a fruitful debate and a choral work lasting more
than twenty years, and still going on.

Context. The issue of specifying program behaviour in a modu-
lar and flexible way, in order to adapt and reuse code in different
contexts, is of paramount importance in the field of software devel-
opment. Among specification techniques, types have been devised
as a good compromise between formalizing syntactical constraints
that can be efficiently checked at compile time, and conveying
abstract mathematical ideas into the design of complex software
systems.

Introduced in order to improve flexibility of type specifications,
the idea of subtyping dates back to the 1960s. Roughly, it reminds
(but doesn’t coincide with) the notion of subset, where values of
some type 𝐴 can be seen as values of type 𝐵 whenever 𝐴 <: 𝐵,
namely 𝐴 is a subtype of 𝐵. Such a view, stemming from functional
programming, has been successfully adapted to other paradigms,
such as procedural and object-oriented programming, based on the
idea of substitutivity of code representing values of some subtype
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into contexts expecting code computing values of a supertype of
its.

Moving to communication centered systems and concurrent
programming languages, the notion of value is not central anymore.
Rather, what matters is the structure of the interaction, which is
often called the behaviour of a system. Behaviours are far more
abstract and rather elusive entities, however; natural models of
behaviours are labelled transition systems (LTS), where they are
interpreted as equivalence classes under various kinds of relations
like bisimulation, to abstract away from inessential differences
among LTS. In contrast to their mathematical elegance, bisimulation
and related notions are often too strong and undecidable, whereas
coarser principles are more amenable to formal systems at the basis
of efficient tools for static program analysis.

In this context, two formalisms have recently arisen: session types,
introduced in the seminal work [33], and contract theories [27, 30];
see [34] for a survey and a comparison of these approaches. The
former is a type system, where process-like types are assigned to
sessions (represented by private channels), abstractly representing
communication protocols. Contract theories are, instead, essentially
subcalculi of Milner’s CCS without 𝜏 [39], formalizing the input-
output behaviour of autonomous concurrent entities, among which
a notion of compliance is defined: see [17] and [37] for a survey
and a comparison of several (non equivalent) definitions of this
concept. A client satisfying a contract 𝜌 (henceforth identified with
𝜌) complies with a server respecting 𝜎 (and identified with 𝜎),
written 𝜌 ⊣ 𝜎 , if any action from 𝜌 is "matched" by a dual action by
𝜎 , so that any possible interaction among 𝜌 and 𝜎 will never prevent
𝜌 from completing. Clearly different definitions of matching induce
different relations of compliance.

With respect to the concept of strong-compliance in [24], con-
sisting of deadlock and livelock freeness of the composition of two
processes, compliance in the above sense is a weaker notion; how-
ever it has a rich mathematical theory and enough expressive power
to discriminate well-behaved compositions of processes. As shown
in [35, 40], one can formulate a natural notion of sub-contract
relation inspired to must-preorder from testing semantics of CCS
[32, 38] that is based on the concept of observation via experiments,
although the two are subtly distinct relations [18].

Following [43], Gay andHole proposed in [31] a theory of subtyp-
ing for session types, that was explicitly intended as a formalization
of the substitutivity principle, but still lacking of a clear semantical
intuition. Investigating a semantical understanding of the notion
of sub-behaviour in a context of contracts was then an appealing
idea to provide a mathematical model of sub-typing for process
calculi in the spirit of [26], while retaining a simple formal system
to reason about types and processes.
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Contribution. The PPDP’10 paper “Two notions of sub-behaviour
for session-based client/server systems” [1] was conceived at the
confluence of the lines of thought sketched above. First we selected
a proper sublanguage of contracts perfectly mirroring session types,
which otherwise do not correspond to each other [36]. We called the
expressions of this language session behaviors (later called session
contracts e.g. in [22]) and equipped themwith an LTS semantics. We
also defined the relation 𝜌 ⊣ 𝜎 using a relaxed requirement about
termination of 𝜌 , which can now engage an unbounded interaction
with 𝜎 , but maintained the bias toward the client from [35], that can
freely abandon the interaction in contrast to the server. This yields
two natural preorders among contracts, depending on the point of
view of a successful interaction by a server and a client respectively:
the server sub-behaviour relation, according to which we said that
the server 𝜎 is less permissive than 𝜎 ′, written 𝜎 ⪯𝑠 𝜎 ′ if any client
𝜌 that is compliant with 𝜎 is such with 𝜎 ′; symmetrically we defined
the client sub-behaviour relation, according to which a client 𝜌 is
at least as demanding as 𝜌 ′, written 𝜌 ⪯𝑐 𝜌 ′ if all the servers with
which 𝜌 is compliant are such that 𝜌 ′ is compliant with them. As a
consequence we proved that the intersection ⪯𝑠 ∩ ⪯𝑐 is a model of
Gay and Hole subtyping for session types without delegation (see
below).

Extending the theory of the sub-behaviour relations to higher-
order contracts, that are able to exchange contracts as values in a
communication called delegation, revealed to be much more chal-
lenging than expected. Indeed the proof sketched in [1] had a bug,
so that in [3] we resorted to a stratification technique and a care-
ful analysis of higher-order behavioural contracts, revealing that
to obtain a model of the full subtyping system in [31] one has to
treat exchanged contracts in a delegation as invariant w.r.t. the
sub-behaviour relation. We called this third notion the peer sub-
behaviour relation, and CSP-subtyping the subtyping system for
session types for which it is a sound and complete model, that
properly extends Gay and Hole’s theory.

Developments and impact. It is worth observing that the quest
for a semantic interpretation of session subtyping was also the
main motivation of the previous PPDP’19 10-Year-award paper [25].
Indeed many contributions on the subject have appeared since then.
The client and peer preorders we began to study were subsequently
investigated in [18, 19] for must testing. A fully-abstract charac-
terisation of client preorders due to must and compliance testing
was then developed and analysed in [21]. The theory of higher-
order contracts has been studied in depth in [20], including similar
results to ours, but without using the complex machinery of strati-
fication and adopting a richer language. Even a timed version of
first-order fragment of behavioural contracts has been considered
in the context of a more intentional analysis of protocols in [14].

As shown in [17, 34, 37], in the subsequent years the investiga-
tion about well-behaved composition of processes has focused on
alternative views of the notion of compliance and their induced
subtyping relations, both to improve flexibility in composing two
processes and because of the growing interest about multi-party
communication, both synchronous and asynchronous.

An example is the notion of orchestrated compliance in [40, 41],
based on the assumption that client/server interactions may be me-
diated by orchestrators. The aim of an orchestrator is guaranteeing

“client satisfaction” by affecting - by means of (finite) buffering ca-
pabilities - the way clients and servers might communicate to each
other. In [2, 13] we investigated further into the notion of orches-
trated compliance and subcontract by considering orchestrators
with unbounded buffers and interaction-bypassing capabilities.

Another route towards the goal of “client satisfaction” is to
change the semantics of contracts so that they can adapt to each
other by means of a rollback mechanism. These are the retractable
contracts that Dezani, Lanese and ourselves have proposed and
investigated in [8, 9] together with the notion of compliance they
induce. Another possible semantics of contracts is the speculative
one, where in a choice all branches can be executed in parallel. We
investigated the induced notion of compliance (and the correspond-
ing subcontract relation) in [11, 12] and proved speculative and
retractable compliance relations to be equivalent.

Since both backtracking and orchestration are means to affect
the interactions between two contracts, we defined in [4] a notion
of compliance subsuming both retractable and orchestrated com-
pliance: affectible compliance. Affectible compliance, however, is
not a new relation, rather it coincides with both the former, but
seen as different instances of the same concepts. As a matter of
fact the proof, inspired by [15, 16], consists of a game-theoretic
interpretation of compliance, that we think to be of interest on its
own.

As further evidence of the fruitful interaction and cross contam-
ination between the theories of contracts and of session types, we
adapted the idea of retractable contracts and orchestrated compli-
ance to session types in [5]. We provided a calculus where possible
stuck states during an interaction on a channel can be avoided by
means of backtracking or, equivalently, by an orchestrating process.
Moreover, the latter can be synthesised out of the session type
associated to the channel.

We conclude this fatally incomplete excursus by mentioning two
directions of research on related subjects which the authors have
recently contributed to. First let us mention the automata-theoretic
modeling of interaction among concurrent programs of Commu-
nicating Finite State Machines, CFSM, introduced in [23]. To our
knowledge, the first contribution relating CFSM and session types
is [29], focused on the study on how, and within which limits, prop-
erties of deadlock and error freedom that had be proven to be com-
putationally hard by means of the CFSM model, can be expressed
by a decidable type system like session types. As usual, the trick
to prevent undecidability is to guarantee a priori the desired prop-
erties to hold of processes respecting suitable type constraints. It
cannot be then by mere chance that the restrictions we imposed on
session contracts are among those required on “compatible” CFSM
systems, which are sufficient conditions to safely compose commu-
nicating automata according to the approach that Hennicker and
ourselves devised in [6]. Together with Dezani, Lanese and Tuosto,
the first author applied this approach also to multiparty session
types [7, 10], where the same restrictions implicitly hold and the
notion of compatibility is relaxed, resembling that of equivalence
induced by our peer-subcontract relation.

A second line of work deals directly with the theory of subtyping.
Stemming from Padovani’s work on fair testing and subtyping of
multiparty session types [42], the system ofmail boxes types in [28]
introduces a type system for reasoning on protocol conformance
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and deadlock freedom in networks of processes that communicate
through unordered mailboxes. An interesting novelty of the ap-
proach is the use of commutative Kleene algebras as the underlying
mathematical model to “loosen” too strict syntactical constraints
normally found both in session types and contract theories.

Lastly, a thought of gratitude to Mariangiola Dezani for her
immutable friendly support.
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